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Autoimmune diseases occur when an individual’s own immune system attacks and destroys his or her
healthy cells and tissues. Although it is clear that environmental stimuli can predispose someone to develop
autoimmune diseases, twin- and family-based studies have shown that genetic factors also play an important
role in modifying disease risk. Because many of these diseases are relatively common (prevalence in
European-derived populations: 0.01–1%) and exhibit a complex mode of inheritance, many DNA sequence
variants with modest effect on disease risk contribute to the genetic burden. Recently, the completion of
the HapMap project, together with the development of new genotyping technologies, has given human
geneticists the tools necessary to comprehensively, and in an unbiased manner, search our genome for
DNA polymorphisms associated with many autoimmune diseases. Here we review recent progress made in
the identification of genetic risk factors for celiac disease, Crohn’s disease, multiple sclerosis, rheumatoid
arthritis, systemic lupus erythematosus and type-1 diabetes using genome-wide association studies
(GWAS). Strikingly, GWAS have increased the number of genetic risk variants associated with these auto-
immune diseases from 15 before 2006 to 68 now. We summarize what this new genetic landscape teaches
us in terms of the pathogenesis of these diseases, and highlight some of the outstanding challenges
ahead. Finally, we open a discussion on ways to best maximize the impact of these genetic discoveries
where it matters the most, that is for autoimmune disease patients.

INTRODUCTION

Our immune system protects us from infections and cancers by
recognizing and neutralizing pathogens or abnormal cells.
However, when this system goes awry and mounts hyperactive
immune response against the organism’s own healthy cells and
tissues, consequences can be severe. Such attacks against
‘self’ normal antigens, resulting in inflammation and tissue
damage, can lead to one of many forms of autoimmune dis-
eases. In some cases, the immune response is specific to a
particular cell type [e.g. pancreatic b cells in type-1 diabetes
(T1D) or oligodendrocytes in multiple sclerosis (MS)], but it
can also target a broader range of cell types and tissues [e.g.
nuclear antigens in systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE)].
Although it is not always certain what triggers the initial
immune attacks, it is apparent that both environmental and

genetic factors play a role. Not surprisingly for autoimmune
diseases, given that it contains multiple genes involved in
immune functions such as antigen presentation, the major
histocompatibility complex (MHC) region harbors several
genetic variants that either protect or predispose individuals
from developing celiac disease (CeD), MS, rheumatoid
arthritis (RA), SLE and T1D (1). However, it is also clear
that other DNA polymorphisms, unlinked to the MHC
region, influence disease risk.

This Review does not aim at summarizing our current
knowledge of the pathogenesis of some of the most common
autoimmune diseases; these have been reviewed exquisitely
elsewhere (2–7). Rather, we focus here on how genome-wide
association studies (GWAS) have changed the genetic land-
scape of CeD, Crohn’s disease (CD), MS, RA, SLE and
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T1D research in less than 3 years (Fig. 1). We report the
lessons learned from these successful GWAS experiments,
emphasize the exciting themes emerging from these genetic
discoveries and highlight some remaining outstanding ques-
tions. Finally, we discuss ways to utilize this new genetic
information to impact the quality of life of patients suffering
from autoimmune diseases.

LESSONS LEARNED

To date, results from 18 GWAS aimed at identifying auto-
immune genetic risk factors have been published (Table 1).
This resulted in the impressive addition of 53 new common
DNA sequence variants that influence risk of developing
CeD, CD, MS, RA, SLE or T1D. All these studies had in
common some key features to maximize their chance of
success. First, the number of DNA markers genotyped was
large (.100 000 single nucleotide polymorphisms or SNPs)
in order to capture most of the common genetic variation in
the human genome. Second, genotyping was performed in a
large number of clinically well-defined patients and matched
controls. Third, very stringent quality-control criteria were
used to process genotype and phenotype data. And fourth,
replication was done in equally large and well-designed
cohorts using different genotyping platforms. These guidelines
have now become common practice in the daily design and
analysis of GWAS (8).

Generally, the effect size of the autoimmune disease risk
variants identified through GWAS is small, increasing liability
by �10–30%; this observation is also true for disease
risk alleles associated with most non-autoimmune human

complex diseases (9). When considering these published
effect sizes, it is important to remember that a single SNP
from each promising locus was often taken into the replication
stage of the experimental design. It is, therefore, possible that
many of these disease loci carry more than one functional
disease variant, and that together multiple variants (common
and rare) within each of the causal genes might have a
larger effect on disease liability. Furthermore, in most cases,
because we are not genotyping directly the causal marker(s)
but we rely on linkage disequilibrium to test association to
disease, we might underestimate effect sizes. Fully assessing
effect size will require the identification and characterization
of all causal markers at each of these disease loci.

Because the effect size of the DNA polymorphisms associ-
ated with complex human diseases is small, the major determi-
nant in the identification of new genetic risk factors for
autoimmune diseases by GWAS has been the number of
patients and controls genotyped (Table 1). This is exemplified
most convincingly by the progress made in the study of the
genetics of CD. Four initial GWAS of CD scanned 547,
547, 946 and 1748 CD patients (9–14) and identified eight
new risk loci for CD which, with the three previously reported
associations (NOD2, IBD5 and TNFSF15) (15–18), brought
the total of risk loci for CD to 11. In a large meta-analysis
of three of these groups’ association results, Barrett et al.
(19) reported the identification of an additional 21 new loci,
bringing the total of CD-associated susceptibility loci to 32
(Table 1). This, and results from the analysis of other
complex traits and diseases using GWAS (20–25), indicates
that larger sample size results in more genetic discoveries.
In theory, another factor that might influence the ease to find
genetic risk factors for diseases is the heritability of these
diseases. There is a hint that this is indeed the case for
autoimmune diseases: when taking into account the number
of individuals scanned by GWAS, more risk loci have been
found for more heritable diseases (Table 1). For instance,
analyzing 1890 RA patients and 778 CeD patients by
GWAS identified two and eight new susceptibility loci for
these diseases, respectively. CeD, with a sibling relative risk
ratio (ls) of �30, is more heritable than RA (ls �5–10).

NEW GENETIC RISK FACTORS

The power of GWAS is to interrogate common genetic
variation across the entire human genome in an unbiased
manner. For autoimmune diseases, this has yielded very
satisfying, but also surprising, discoveries, implicating both
adaptive and innate immunity. Obviously, more work is
required to confirm the causal gene(s) at each of these loci,
but it is nevertheless informative to comment on some of
these likely candidate functional genes.

Although cytokine signaling was thought to play a major
role in the pathogenesis of many autoimmune diseases, there
was no convincing evidence—with the exception of the
association between a IL2RA SNP and T1D (26,27)—that
common genetic variations at cytokine-related genes were
genetic risk factors for these diseases before the GWAS era.
There is now a plethora of such new associations, involving
interleukin genes (or their receptors) with disease liability

Figure 1. There is an increase in the rate of discovery of risk loci for many
autoimmune diseases following the emergence of GWAS in 2006. We
group in the ‘Before 2006’ category all loci identified before 2006 or loci
identified after 2006 using candidate-gene association approaches as
opposed to GWAS.
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Table 1. Summary of the new loci associated with autoimmune diseases and identified by genome-wide association studies (see http://www.genome.gov/
26525384 for an updated list)

Disease Sibling
relative risk
ratio (ls)

GWAS no. of
cases/controls

Replication no. of
cases/controls

Chromosome Genesa Other associated
autoimmune
disease

References

Celiac disease �30 778/1422 991/1489 4q27 IL2–IL21 MS, RA, T1D (28)
Same study 1643/3406 1q31 RGS1 T1D (29)

2q11–12 IL18RAP (eQTL) T1D
3p21 CCR3
3q25–26 IL12A
3q28 LPP
6q25 TAGAP
12q24 SH2B3 (R262W)

Crohn’s disease �20–35 547/548 401/433; 883b 1p31 IL23R (R381Q) UC, psoriasis, AS (10)
735/368 498/1,032; 380b 2q37 ATG16L1 (T216A) (11,13)
547/928 1,266/559; 428b 5p13 PTGER4 (eQTL) UC (12)
946/977 353/207, 530b 10q21 ZNF365 GD, T1D (13)
1748/2938 1182/2024 3p21 MST1 (R689C) GD, RA, SLE, T1D (9,14,44)
3230/4829

(meta-analysis)
2325/1809; 1339b 5q33 IRGM (20 kb deletion) psoriasis (30)

10q24 NKX2-3 UC
18p11 PTPN2
1p13 PTPN22 (R620W)
1q23 ITLN1
1q24 IL12B
1q32 CDKAL1
5q33 CCR6
6p22 JAK2
6p21 C11orf30
6q21 LRRK2, MUC19
6q27 C13orf31 (V254I)
7p12 ORMDL3 (eQTL)
8q24 STAT3
9p24 ICOSLG
10p11
11q13
12q12
13q14
17q21
17q21
19p13
21q21
21q22

Multiple �20–40 0/2,431; 931a 2322/2987; 609b 5p13 IL7RA (T244I) (31)
sclerosis 10p15 IL2RA GD, T1D

Rheumatoid �5–10 1493/1831 1053/1858 9q34 TRAF1-C5 (35)
arthritis 397/1211 2283/3258 6q23 TNFAIP3 (9,34)

Systemic lupus �30 720/2337 1846/1825 1q25 (45)
erythematosus 279/515 1757/1540 3p14 PXK (37)

1311/3340 793/857 11p15 KIAA1542 (36)
16p11 ITGAM

Type-1 diabetes �15 2029/1755 2471/4593; 2134b 2q24 IFIH1 (A946T) GD, RA (39)
1963/2938 4000/5000; 2997b 12q24 SH2B3 (R262W) CeD (9,46)
563/1,146; 483b 364b; 549c 12q13 ERBB3 CD, GD (47,48)

16p13 CLEC16A
18p11 PTPN2
12q13 ERBB3
16p13 CLEC16A

We only included in this table the original study in which the disease loci were identified, unless articles describing the identification of the same loci
were published at the same time, in which case we included all studies.
AS, ankylosing spondylitis; CeD, celiac disease; CD, Crohn’s disease; GD, Graves’ disease; MS, multiple sclerosis; RA, rheumatoid arthritis; SLE, systemic lupus
erythematosus; T1D, type-1 diabetes; UC, ulcerative colitis.
aCandidate functional polymorphisms are in parenthesis.
bNumber of trios.
cNumber of families with at least one proband.
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for CeD (28,29), CD (10,30), and MS (31–33), and tumor
necrosis factor alpha (TNFa) signaling with RA (34,35)
(Table 1). SLE being a primary disease affecting B cells, it
is rewarding that two of the new SLE risk loci contain genes
(BANK1 and BLK) that might be involved in B cell hyperacti-
vation and production of autoantibodies (36,37) (Table 1). It
now becomes essential to determine functionally how
genetic variation within these genes modulates cytokine sig-
naling or autoantibody synthesis, and how these modulations
contribute to the etiology of autoimmune diseases (see below).

The innate immune system had previously been implicated
in the development of CD. Two non-synonymous SNPs and
one truncation variation in NOD2, which encodes a protein
that mediates the interaction between microbes and the intes-
tinal mucosa, were the first DNA sequence variants associated
with CD risk (15,16). GWAS results have reinforced the
importance of innate immunity in the pathogenesis of CD
since two of the new CD disease loci include the autophagy
genes ATG16L1 and IRGM, which likely defend the host
against intestinal pathogens (13,14). Autophagy is a process
by which cellular ‘debris’ are degraded by lysosomes, and
can be used as an innate immune response to clear intracellular
pathogens (38). The discovery of a non-synonymous SNP in
the interferon-induced helicase IFIH1 gene suggested that
innate immunity might also play a role in the development
of T1D (39). This helicase can detect viral dsRNA; thus, it
might be one of the answers to the reported correlation
between viral infection and T1D susceptibility (40). In the
coming years, it will be important to learn whether innate
immunity is involved in the pathogenesis of other autoimmune
diseases, and to resolve the extent to which adaptive and
innate immunity interact together, and with the environment,
to increase or decrease disease risk.

One of the most striking observations that can be made from
for the list of DNA polymorphisms associated with risk of
developing CeD, CD, MS, RA, SLE and T1D is that many
of them cluster around the same loci (Fig. 2 and Table 1).

For instance, SNPs around the protein tyrosine phosphatase
PTPN22 gene have been convincingly associated with CD,
RA, SLE, T1D as well as with Graves’ disease (GD), an auto-
immune disease affecting the thyroid. In this particular
example, we know that the same coding SNP (R602W) in
PTPN22 is associated with CD, GD, RA, SLE and T1D, but
that the specific allele that protects against CD (602W) actu-
ally predisposes to GD, RA, SLE and T1D (30,41). This clus-
tering of genetic risk factors for many autoimmune diseases
suggests that these diseases might share, at least partly,
similar underlying causal mechanisms. It also offers a new
strategy to identify additional genetic risk factors: if there
are common disease mechanisms, combining GWAS results
from different autoimmune diseases could provide sufficient
statistical power to identify them.

REMAINING QUESTIONS

All the published GWAS for autoimmune studies have been
performed in populations of European descent, often only in
adults. It will be extremely informative to test whether these
new risk alleles associate with disease susceptibility in other
ethnic groups, in children, and whether they have stronger
effect in men or women. These issues require additional
work, but are otherwise relatively straightforward to address.
More difficult is the identification and functional validation
of the causal genes and alleles at each of these loci: currently,
excellent candidates for actual causal sequence variants have
been identified for only a small subset (,25%) of the loci
listed in Table 1. Of tremendous importance if we are to
understand how these sequence variants influence disease
pathogenesis, this task will require very strong collaborations
between human geneticists and experimental biologists. It will
also require the establishment of bio-banks with large collec-
tion of relevant tissues and other bio-specimens to facilitate
experiments in the appropriate live cell types or cellular
environments. And then there is the study of other forms of
genetic variation, rare or structural and their role in the etio-
logy of complex autoimmune diseases. One great example
is the recent discovery of a 20 kb deletion polymorphism
that controls the expression of the autophagy IRGM gene
and associates with CD (42). New technological development,
such as next-generation sequencing technologies and
improved genotyping platforms (43), should help answer the
question about the importance of rare or structural variants
in complex human diseases in the near future, although
challenges remain on how to interpret data from these new
technologies and how to leverage this information to establish
causality of associated variants.

How can we use this genetic information to help auto-
immune patients now? It is essential to know whether geno-
typing these SNPs can help predict whether someone is
likely to develop one of these diseases. Although this is an
avenue of research that should be pursued, it is a formidable
task that will necessitate very large prospective cohorts and
long epidemiological studies. On a more contemporary time
scale, it would be valuable to know if these SNPs associate
more strongly with forms of each of these diseases that are
characterized by severe complications. In such case, diagnosed

Figure 2. There is an overlap in the genetic risk loci for CeD, CD, MS, RA,
SLE and T1D. This may suggest common mechanisms that lead to the devel-
opment of autoimmune diseases. We did not include the MHC region in this
network, but variants in this region are associated with all of these diseases.
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patients could be genotyped and, depending on the genotype
score, a decision be made to introduce earlier more aggressive
preventive therapies. The emergence of genetic risk factors
that fall within distinct biological pathways (e.g. ATG16L1
and IRGM in autophagy or PTPN2 and PTPN22 in T-cell sig-
naling for CD) also suggests the possibility to classify disease
subtypes using molecular diagnostics. In turn, this provides
rationale for different therapies being targeted to different
patients based on genetic information rather than by trial
and error.

CONCLUSION

The advent of GWAS approaches has had an unprecedented
impact on our knowledge of the genetics of many autoimmune
diseases, bringing to light many unexpected candidate genes
and biological pathways. And there is more to come given
that the current risk loci do not fully account for the genetic
contribution to diseases susceptibility [e.g. 32 risk loci for
CD explain one-fifth of the CD heritability (19)], and that
large GWAS meta-analyses are in progress. Appropriately in
this Olympic year, autoimmune disease geneticists are now
beginning to relay the torch to experimental immunologists
and clinicians to discover new pathological mechanisms and
appropriate treatment strategies, and hopefully to bring
comfort to autoimmune disease patients in the nearest possible
future.
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